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ability" in the new program, efforts were made to understand student perspectives and these considered and incorporated in the proposed plan.

Gray also disagreed with a recent Tech editorial, noting "forced Commons is not what is intended... it is just not physically possible."

Lured, fielding questions from the audience, Gray could not estimate the increase in cost of the new system, though there would be an added cost for enforcing the "no-cooking" rules. In response to a query concerning the quality of food, Gray remarked that "it should get better."

After Dr. Gray's presentation, a resolution that the GA continue to oppose mandatory Commons was passed. In addition, a motion to keep a GA representative on the Campus Dining advisory board was passed, though a motion that the GA see all legal means to obstruct the passage of the dining plan failed to pass.
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Creative solutions to complex technological problems have earned our company a solid reputation for overall excellence. We believe that new and recent graduates can provide valuable insight and technical vitality in an environment which encourages professional growth and respects individual contributions.

We welcome candidates with BS or MS degrees in Electrical Engineering, Computer Science, Physics, Math, or Mechanical Engineering to investigate opportunities at Sanders in the following areas:

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT: Graphic displays; information processing; signal analysis; minicomputer applications; data base; simulations; real-time applications.
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Sanders Associates, Inc., is an international leader in the design and development of Advanced Technology electronic and electro-mechanical systems and products. Our success in providing innovative systems to meet widely varying defense and commercial needs has been proven over a quarter of a century.

Today, annual sales exceed $168 million with employment of 4,000 in Nashua, Pembroke, and Manchester, New Hampshire. Our southern New Hampshire location—with no sales or income tax—provides us with the best of two worlds. The mountains and the ocean are close at hand, yet we are only 45 minutes from Boston, Massachusetts.